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Features 
Cube is easy to use
Cube is operated with a touch button.  
It connects seamlessly to both smartphones 
and computers.

On smartphones, download the free  
Cube Companion App to capture, identify, 
share and store colours. On computers, 
download the free Cube Link App to 
capture, identify and sync colour across to 
Photoshop in real-time.

Cube intuitively integrates  
with Photoshop
For the first time, you can work with  
real colour in your digital palette. Cube 
connects seamlessly to Adobe Photoshop, 
allowing you to import real colour in 
real time. Captured colours are added 
automatically to your Photoshop ‘Swatches’ 
window, creating a fully functional palette.



Cube is versatile
Cube reads colours from a range of surfaces including walls, textiles, paper, 
wood, plaster, most objects in nature, plastic and more. In fact, virtually any 
surface which isn’t transparent, fluorescent or metallic can generally be 
reliably measured. 

Cube is affordable
Cube is the most affordable colour capture tool on the market, with a RRP of 
$199 (inc GST). All accompanying software is free of charge. Corporate rates 
are available for professional design studios (see ‘Corporate Rates’ section). 

Cube is accurate
With an average accuracy better than that of the human eye, Cube is a tool 
which you can rely on for colour-critical work. Cube identifies colours in RGB, 
CMYK, HEX, LAB, and LRV colour spaces, with advanced support for multiple 
colour profiles. 



Capture a fleeting moment  
of inspiration
So often the ‘right’ colour will appear  
in the ‘wrong’ time or place. Missing out on 
that moment means losing an opportunity 
to express your creativity.  
Cube lets you accurately capture inspiring 
colour wherever it appears.  
Store or share your captured inspiration 
with colleagues in an instant.

Create your own colour palette
There’s no need to be bound by a fixed 
selection of colours in countless fandecks. 
Capture a series of colours and create your 
own digital palette instead.  
With Cube, you know you’re speaking the 
same colour language as any other Cube 
user, so colour communication is just as 
easy as specifying a PANTONE or RAL chip.

Cube for graphic  
design professionals 
Designed for designers, Cube offers a 
multitude of new possibilities in your  
day-to-day workflow. 

Here are just some of the ways Cube could 
benefit your productivity:



Ensure colour consistency
Colour consistency across branded 
collateral is paramount, and making sure 
colours are reproduced faithfully 
across a wide range of collateral and media 
is the basis of maintaining brand value. 
Increasing colour consistency also reduces 
costs in wasted materials and saves time in 
avoiding repeated revisions.  
A quick scan with Cube is all that’s required 
to spot-check a few colours and ensure they 
are within accepted tolerances.

Use real colour seamlessly in  
digital designs
Cube’s Photoshop integration enables 
captured colours to be inserted right into 
your ‘Swatches’ window, so you can start 
using real colour in your digital designs 
right away.  
Or use the identified HEX code to quickly 
insert colours into web designs. 



Quality control
With designers and manufacturers often in 
different continents, much time and energy 
can be wasted trying to ensure products 
are consistent between design spec, initial 
batch and ongoing batches. Get batch to 
batch colour variations under control by 
spot checking with Cube.  
For maximum efficiency, consider  
providing a Cube to the manufacturer for 
checking colour output before finished 
product is shipped.



Cube Companion App1

• Sync wirelessly to clever iOS or Android phones
• Store, personalise and share your colours
• Classify colours and match to paint and  
 colour databases
• Tag colours with custom names
• Star your favourite colours

Technical  
specifications

Overview
• Capture any colour on any surface
• Cube syncs with mobile and desktop applications
• Tag, store and share captured colours
• Match to colour and paint databases

Colour outputs 
• RGB
• HEX

• CMYK
• LAB

• LRV 



Cube Link For Mac Or PC2

• Bring digital work to life with real colour
• Connect Cube to Adobe Photoshop
• Import your colours and match to a host of over   
 7,500 digital colour profiles, including PANTONE

Colour Performance
• Average accuracy 1.0 delta-E

Controls, Memory & Display
• Touch-to-scan touchpad
• Stores up to 20 colours in memory
• Three colour indicator (status & battery level) 

Power and Battery3

• Built-in rechargeable lithium-ion battery
• Charging via USB to computer system or  
 power adapter
• Battery level available within mobile and  
 desktop applications
• Standby time: Up to 3 months
• Capture time: Up to 15 hours (7,000 captures)

What’s Included
• Cube
• Calibration Cap
• Charging Cable
• Quick Start Guide

Sensors
• Colour sensor (RGB)
• 12.64 mm aperture diameter
• Temperature sensor (°C/F)
• Ambient light sensor (LUX)

Connection Technologies
• Wireless sync — Bluetooth 4.0 (Low Energy)
• Wired sync — Micro-USB

Calibration Cap
• Aperture protection
• Calibration surface
• Impact protection

Weight and Dimensions4

• Height – 55.0 mm (2.17”)
• Width – 50.0 mm (1.97”)
• Depth – 50.0 mm (1.97”)
• Weight – 50.0 g (1.76 oz.)
• Shipping Weight – 200.0 g (7.05 oz.)

Colour & Finish
• Arctic White
• Two–tone gloss/matte

1.  Some features may not be available for all countries or areas.

2.  PC requirements: Windows 7/Vista/8, USB Connection,  
 Adobe Photoshop CS5+

3  Power adapter not included.

4.  Size and weight vary by production process.
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